2016 Medical
Trip Dates





JANAUARY 27-31
APRIL 20 – 24
JULY 19 – 24
OCTOBER 19 – 23

Cost: $635 + Air to Belize City
Includes Travel Insurance and
Background Check

Trip Information
Belize is a primarily English speaking
country. We arrive on Wednesday
afternoon and organize and orient
you for 3 full days to see patients!
Your departure date will be on
Sunday. It’s medicine the way you
love to practice, for the joy of helping
and NO paperwork...at least only
what really matters!
You do not need to be “Medically
trained” to serve the Lord with Kidz
Konnect 4 Jesus Medical Ministry.
We also need people to serve with
patients, pharmacy and logistical
administration. Come join us!
Accommodations at beautiful Camp
“Legacy” are equipped with air
conditioning & hot water. Your land
cost
of
$635
includes
your
transportation from Belize City to
Dangriga, all meals and lodging. You
are responsible for your airfare to and
from Belize City. Please book a flight
arriving before noon and departing
after noon, then please email your
confirmation to todd@kk4jesus.org.

Medical Mission Trips

We need you!
Since early 2014 we follow up with
patients identified by our doctors both
for spiritual discipleship and monitoring
their health post clinic. Pray for these
opportunities to disciple and encourage
the precious people of Belize who have
come to trust our medical teams over
the years. Many seeds have been
sown, pray for workers of the Harvest to
come join our team!

There are several aspects of this
mission opportunity that make it
unique. First and foremost, we seek to
offer ongoing care. We return to the
same villages quarterly. By using this
model, we have been able to treat
chronic conditions, and monitor
progression of disease and response
to therapy. It has been very rewarding
to see hypertensive and diabetic
patients become controlled and
symptomatically improved!
Additionally, we have developed
relationships with local health care
workers and facilities. This partnership
has been instrumental in opening
opportunities to serve and meet needs
that would not be possible otherwise.
Our trips have not only been
welcomed, but encouraged and
strengthened
because
of
this
cooperative
relationship.
Many
international missions’ organizations
have considered Belize a “reached
nation”. Because of this, many
organized groups have greatly
curtailed or ceased missionary work in
this country. Most of the people with
whom we come in contact have a
cursory knowledge of Jesus, but the
seed has been sewed in such a

shallow manner, there is no depth of
understanding,
nor
a
personal
relationship with the Savior. Rather than
be another group that does a one-time
VBS or hands out gospel tracts, we feel
it is more significant to SHOW these
people the love of Jesus. Most have
heard about it, but need to see it in
action. This is the most important
component of our mission work. By
offering healing to their bodies, we can
extend that relationship into a
knowledge of the healing power of
Jesus Christ. YOU will be their example
of the Great Physician!
Serving Him Together,
Dr. Ed Behling

Contact Us
Shirley Stone
shirley@kk4jesus.org
Todd Stone
todd@kk4jesus.org
Denise Prince
Ashjonjeff@aol.com
www.kidzkonnect4jesus.org

